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Quantum I nformation Metrics and Relative Entropies 
Classification Problem 
Hiroshi Hasegawa 1 
I nstitute of Quantum Science， Coll句eof Scienωand T，配hnology，
Nihon University， Chiyωa-ku， Tokyo 101・8308，Japan 
対称、性と正値写像に対する単調減少性を備えたリーマン距離としての量子情報距離と量子相対エ
ントロビーとの関係を述べ、それに基き Wigner-Yanase-Dyson情報量の普遍性について論ずる。
Quantum information metric is a Riemannian metric defined on matrix spaces which measures 
an infinitesimal distance between two nearby density matrices ρand p + dp whose cl槌 sical
correspondent is the so-called Fisher information metric. In the cl鋪 sicalversionヲthisconcept 
is universal among al those having monotonicity against∞arse-grainimg(Chentsov 1982)， and 
is derived by twice di百'erentiationsof an entropy functional， called α-divergen田 (Amari1985)， 
such that Z 
Kfj (8) = 8i logp(x， 8)θ~ logp(x， 8)p(x，θ)dμ(x) = 
(仇logp(8)01ogp(8))= -8iδjSgQ (p(8)， p(8') 101 =0， where (1) 
L 3 
4 _.1+由一{1+由)
ら (p，q)三戸0:2 1-q(x，8)zp(x，8)十川)dμ(x) (2) 
(α-divergence for two probabilities p(x， {8i})ペ(x，{8d)).
Thus， the said universality is evidenced by the fact that KF isα-independent. Unlike the 
classical context，quantum information metrics with monotonicity are not universal in the above 
sense， and we aim to get a relevant universality with an aid of relative or quasi-entropy(Petz， 
1985). 
Fig.1 Image of a monotone Riemannian metric. 
ゴヲ
contraction of the metric form by any coarse-grai山港(positivemap T) 
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1 Outline of Results-with set of metrics and quasi-entropies 
set of al Petz's symmetric monotone functions (1996) f εFコFpowerand Fwy D 
(“power" denotes power-m伺 n;and “WYD" Wigner-Yanase-Dyson， for monotone metrics ) 
Result(1):ろω erU FWYD is dense in F by a pro伊rlydefin凶 normtopol勾Y
set of al convex g-functions Petz(1985) 9 εGコ9sym，9，αsym (9sym， 9asymwith and with-
out satisfying condition of symmetry g(x) = gduαl(X)三 xg(x-1)and g(x)チgdω(x)，re-
spectively). Correspondence between 9 and F in Sec.3(Lesniewski-Ruskai(1999)) yields 
Result(2): there exists no g-function in 9αsym other than quantumα-divergenαit is the only 
sour，ωof WYD metrics that possess the potential duality of 9ωmetry. 
Historical remark: the Wigner-Yanase-Dyson metrics 
The original definition of skew information w，部 _~Tr[p1/2 ，k]2 (Wigner-Yanase in Proc. Nat. 
Acad. Sc.， 1963)， towhich Dyson suggested that it could be generalized to the one expone凶 d
and the other 1 -{) for the power of ρ. Lieb(1973)， sゆ stantiatingtheir convexity for the first 
time， expressed them邸
Ip(ρム)=-i-uw，ム][ρ1-P，ム] (s E {skew hermitians}， isε Mh) 
1'¥'-' -/ - p(l _ p) 
=占桝庁(A)ρ与(A)I日 ithD;(仰))(円(山13P三平
This adds to the cl鎚sicalFisher term to yield a ful metric form in terms of a Frechet differential 
denoted by Dp: a Frechet derivation on a matrix function cp(ρ) is writtenω Dpψ(ρ)(A) with 
A being an arbitrary hermitian except τ'rA = 0 a matrix tangent vector， illustration in Fig.1 
with an important relation A = [ψ(ρ)， sA] (sA only depends on A)， leading us to 
TrAct gF AC + Ip(ρ?ムA)(gF =ρ一1)= TrDp(p-1〆)(A)Dp((l-p)-1ρ1-P)(A). (3) 
The quantum correspondent to the Fisher metric has an additional term， asindicated above in 
eq.(3)， which could be derived企omth~ corresponding quantumα-divergenω. Namely， ，
3 1 -_ 4 _. 1+白 1-"，
Sα(ρ，ρ+ρ) (to 2nd order in d，ρ) = ~ Trpdc logρdClogρ+亡吉川ρ2，s][ρT，s]， (4) 
where symbol dC represents the derivative ofρwhich commutes with ρ: it means that an infinites-
imal increment of a noncommutative variable should consist in a commutative and a noncom-
mutative parts withρ(former yielding the uniform Fisher term， whereas the latter nonuniform) 
dρ = dCρ+[ρ，ム] [dCρ，p] = 0 and s ε{skew hermitians}or isεMh・
This may b恥er陀eg肝ar吋de吋d部 a Hilber吋ルtト帽Schnロ凶I
holds. It ~s then easy to see the following expression dψ(ρ) for any analytic function of ρ 
ψ(ρ)=古川c先;quantum analog of t刊 entvωor at the pointρ 出i11ustratedin Fig.1 i.e. 
dρ = dCp + [ρ?ム]; dcp(p) =〆(ρ)dCρ十 [cp(ρ)，ム].
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2 General monotone metrics(extended Chentsov theorem) 
for including Bures metric and for interpolating it with the WYD by the power-mean metrics: 
Kp(A，B)三TrAKpB A，BεMh， and for symmetric-metric cぉes
k;阿)寸附B，A)+ι(A，B) = K~山);時not叫ん山)
By taking the p-diagonalized basis， it can be expressed in terms of a twかvariablefunction c(入品)
on R + X R + and a single variable one c(入)三 c(入，入)on R + in the above bilinear form: 
x x 
kρ(B，A) = c(入i)BiiAii+ 2 c(入ゎ入j)Bるんj with 
C(XA， Xμ) = x-1c(入，J.-L) (hombgenuity of MC-f~~tions of order -1)， in particularc(入，入)=入-1
Petz's representation of symmetric monotone metrics by f: 
Kp(B， A) = (A， R;1/2 f(LpR;1 )-1 R;1/2 B)， where f(x) and c(入，μ)are related to each other: 
1 
f(x) =一一一 or c(入μ)=一一一一 (5) c(x， 1) -~ -，" μf(入/μr
Representation of symmetry c(μ?入)ニ c(入，J.-L)特 xf(l/x)= f(x). Then， c(入=μ)= 1/入→
f(l) = 1. In classical information geometry， the g-divergence function conditioned by g(l) = 0 
and 9代x)> 0， (= 0 only for x = 1)， w部 shownto be entitled al the way to yield α-divergence 
with any real number α(1α1 = 3+g"'(1)/g勺)Amari，1986). One of remarkable outcomes of the 
extended Chentsov theorem is the limited order structure of the monotone metrics so that 
1 + x ， ，. A 2x 
(Bures)一万一ニfmαx(めさんωer(x)三fWYD(X)2: fmin(X) =一一一(WYDIα1=3)・ (6) -"..，.， / 1 + x 
Specific feature of quantum information metrics There appe訂 sa region which may be 
called "g句 region"between f max = f Bures and fwち.This is absent in the cl締 icalmanifold. 
Fig.2 Order structure of monotone metrics on matrix spaces in terms of f-functions. 
the WYD region 
f;ωer(x) = 
1-α2 1-x)2 
f武rYD(X)=一一一 、 |α|三3. (7) 
4 (1-X匂2)(1-21吉一
(ろωerU .rWY D forms a linear-ordered subset of .r with coincident miIば laxbounds ) 
the "gap" region 
A 一1 + x1/νV 
2 1三ν52;
1 ( Ip~w官ω~ ぷm(X)
0.8f 0.8 
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3 Classification of quasi-entropies by symmetry 
We follow Lesniewski-Ruskai(J. Math. Phy戸s.40(υ19ω99的)5幻70ω2-5幻723め)tωo represep.t， a c∞O∞n町ve低xo句pe町ra抗toωr 
山 n吋g以仰州(付ω川Z刈)
2 ， _ (x一 1)2 ∞ (x一 1り)2
b(x -1)~ + c一一一十 一一dm(s)， two const釧 sb， cさoand a measure m三O. (8) 
x 0 x + s 
We define， for a g(x)， gduαl(X)三 xg(x-1).Then， ((x _1)2)伽 l= (x -1)2/x and vice versa. In 
2 ， 1. (x -1)2 Z ∞(z-1)2- 一-
general， gdual (x) =φ-1)<: + b一一一+ 一一一~diñ(s) ， where in(s) = sm(s~l). (9) 
x 0 x十 S
Let Q sym and Qαsym denote the set of al quasi-entropy g-functions of x， defined for symmetric and 
asymmetric class， respectively， by Qsym = {g;g(x) = gdωl(X)} a凶 Qαsym= {g; g(x)チgdual(X)}.
(1) Selfdual cl部 s:Ss.dual(ρ，σ) = Ss.dual(σ，ρ) with a symmetric g E Qsym. In terms of the 
me部 urerepresentations above， both b = c and in( s) = m( s)hold. 
(2) Non-selfdual class: Sns.dual (ρ，σ)チSns.dual(σ，ρ)with an asymmetric g E Qas仰・ Then，
1 g(x)十gdual(X)
Lesniewski-Ruskai relation between Petz's J(x) and g(x) holds:一一= ヲ ・ (10) . J(x) 内/ーフ
4 Concluding remarks 
4.1 transition from the classical Fisher to quantum information metrics 
Fig.3 Schematic picture: appearance of the quantum structure of information metrics. 
α 
Plot αωy = J(x = 0+)-1 in (7). 
It is reminiscent of bifurcation “gap" region WYD region 
along the transition line: (Fisher)→8ures→WYofP) y log2scale 
More studies are necessary for succeeding in this idea. 
4.2 universality of the WYD metrics endowed by an inclusion of topology 
Lesniewski-Ruskai relation (10) says that， ifa symmetric monotone metric J isidentical to a 
member of the WYD class， then the associated quasi-entropy g-function must be equal to the 
土α-divergenceg土α[1].However， itdoes not assure that g土α'sexhaust al members of Qαsym' 
We have investigated this question， introducing a norm topology by exploiting the symmetry 
of J， which makes it equivalent to the space 0[0， 1] (set of al continuous functions on [0，1]). 
Consequently， the question can be answered a伍rmatively.Details will be given elsewhere. 
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